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Mining profits





by optimizing resources






                Learn About Franklin Mining




              









Social Responsibility is KEY





We address needs through capacity-building initiatives and investments in the communities that our operations share






                




              









Community Development





We strive to promote sustainable development in our neighboring regions






                




              









Environmental & Social Values





We promote respect and care for the environment by being transparent in our activities, informing individuals of the environment and including them in the procedures and activities of the company.
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Eric Gemelli Investor Observations - Bolivia 2022





My name is Eric Gemelli, and I am a major shareholder of Franklin Mining, Inc. I have just returned from my first visit to Bolivia, what follows is my experiences and observations...






                Download the report
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Special Announcement





We are proud to announce that PS2 Minerals, LLC is the exclusive representative of Franklin Mining, Inc.
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Rio Crystal, Yuyo






Current




The Gold District of the Mapiri River basin is made up of secondary basins, all of which are born on the amazonian slope of the Andes in the Apolobamba mountain range. Important outcrops of snowy mountains are known, such as Usipala, Cololo, Akamani among others, where gold mineralized areas are located. Gold placers that have been exploited prior to the colonial era, such as the Mollo civilization, mines of Iscaibamba, Tiawanaku, Aymara, and others, along with Spanish and Colonial mining endeavors provide the first indicator for a potentially viable area.




Learn More













  




	


Yuyo Project Implementation
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About Franklin Mining





Franklin Mining, Inc. (FMNJ) is a publicly-traded, international mining and exploration company headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada with offices in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. The company's principal U.S mining property was the Franklin Mines located near Idaho Springs in Clear Creek County, Colorado. Started as a Colorado exploration and mining company in 1864, Franklin Mining and Mill Co. worked multiple mines located approximately 1.5 miles north of Idaho Springs, Colorado. 
Â 
The company quickly grew to become a number of underground mining operations and its own flotation mill producing concentrates of gold, silver, lead, and zinc. Mine operations began in 1865 and continued until the United State government curtailed gold mining during World War I. Mine operations, allowed to resume during the Great Depression, were again curtailed following the outbreak of World War II. There has been limited mining activity at the Franklin Mines since. 
Â 
Franklin Consolidated Mining Co, Inc. had been formed under the laws of the State of Delaware in 1976 for the purpose of acquiring and developing mineral properties. The original Franklin Mines then acquired in 1989 and mining and milling operation began that same year.








      


    





	

Our Mission
Franklin Mining Bolivia operates with the highest standards of quality and efficiency by optimizing our resources and the preservation of the environment. In this way we generate value in fields in which we operate and the projects that explore and exploit, besides contributing to the socio-economic and cultural development of our society, we develop a model mining operations through safe, low cost, innovative technology, social commitment and respect for the environment, creating value for shareholders, employees, and the region in which it operates.
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Community Development











      
Objectives




Promoting Sustainable Development in the neighboring region to the site involving the Communities in activities related to its productive nature. Participation in social and institutional development on the localities adjacent to the venture.
Â 
The basic principles of mining to achieve its objectives are:
	The development of sustainable relationships with the government and authorities of the communities where they do the job.
	Being a company active in the development of the communities where they develop exploration or exploitation.
	Reduce environmental impact and work according to the rules governing the mining industry nationally.
Â 









Environmental & Social Values




Encourage and promote respect and care for the environment by being transparent in our activities, informing individuals of the environment and including them in the procedures and activities of the company.
Â 
With Confidence - Integrity, Teamwork, Honesty, and Professionalism - Continuous improvement - Mutual respect - Transparency - Commitment to safety, environment, and social responsibility.

We rely on the following:
	Work daily for health and safety as priorities.
	Maintain social license through our commitment to the communities and the protection of the environment.
	Respect local communities, origin, culture, languages, customs, and rights.
	Respect the rights of employees and their personal dignity.











    





	


  
Our Process





Franklin Mining mining receives income over the life of mine forming a supervisory role only








      
Partner




Franklin mining purchases/acquires/leases partners in a specific project. Preferably a producing mine, a mine close to production or mine with advanced feasibility studies. Projects in the early stages of development should not be considered.








Analyze




FM analyzes and technically approves the viability of the project based on the technical and financial merits of the property from the reserves, tenor, grade, volume, and operational difficulties standpoint. This approval must be done by experienced in season technicians and professional geologist not by businessman.








Feasibility




Once the feasibility to develop the project is approved then the search and evaluation of prospective operators begin. These operators must have a proven track record, experience operating in the region, experienced in the type of operation to be implemented, proper equipment and personnel. The rigorous selection of operators must be approved by the board and not by a sole individual.








Scheduling




Schedules of financing royalties and operational activities must be carefully prepared and negotiated








Key Issues




Near-term
	Bullet point acquisition quality deposits
	Identification of qualified operators
	Won by One analysis of projects
	Personal recognization
	Project prioritization

Â 
Long term
	Isolate issues needing long term resolution
	Consequences of decision postponement
	Constant monitoring of processing strategy implementation
	Â 

Funding
	Funding schedules
	Possibility and combination of financing vehicles











    





	


  
  

FM Newsletter





Sign up and stay up to date on Franklin Mining





Name


        Email

      

      



      
      
          Submit
        


Comment
















	


  Interested in becoming a partner or investor?
Franklin mining purchases, acquires, leases, and partners in very select projects. Preferably a producing mine, a mine close to production, or mine with advanced feasibility studies. Contact us below for more information.
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Analyze




Franklin analyzes and technically approves the viability of the project based on the technical and financial merits of the property from the reserves, tenor, grade, volume, and operational difficulties standpoint. Disapproval must be done by experienced and seasoned technicians and professional geologists, not by businessmen.
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Operate




Once the feasibility to develop the project is approved, then the search and evaluation of prospective operators begin. These operators must have a proven track record, experience operating in the region, experienced in the type of operation to be implemented, proper equipment and personnel. The rigorous selection of operators must be approved by the board and not by a sole individual.
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Execute




Schedules of financing, royalties, and operational activities must be carefully prepared and negotiated.
Franklin mining receives income over the life of mine performing a supervisory role only.










      






	


Contact Franklin Mining
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Â© 2019 Franklin Mining, Inc. 
Franklin Mining and FMNJ are registered trademarks of Franklin Mining, Inc.
All Rights Reserved




































Cookie Use

We use cookies to ensure a smooth browsing experience.  By continuing we assume you accept the use of cookies.
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